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Editorial:
Emerging mobile applications exhibit heterogeneous require-
ments on the computing power, communication bandwidth,
security and privacy. Given the restriction on the computing
capability on battery-operated mobile devices, a variety of
offloading techniques have been designed to leverage the
abundant computing resources available on cloud servers.
Mobile Cloud Computing provides enormous computing
and storage resources for mobile applications that can tolerate
a certain level of network delay, while Mobile Edge
Computing offers an intelligent platform to enhance mobile
devices’ capabilities and improve the Quality of Service of
mobile applications. Both Mobile Cloud Computing and
Mobile Edge Computing are key enabling paradigms for
emerging mobile applications in Internet of Things (IoT),
smart grids, robotics, crowd sensing, etc. New research chal-
lenges arise due to the heterogeneity of computing and net-
work resources across the mobile devices, edge servers, and
remote data centers.

Aiming to address the challenges in resource planning and
management, scheduling, networking, security and privacy in
mobile edge and cloud computing, this special issue features
nine selected articles with high quality. The first article,
“Batch Auction Design for Cloud Container Services”, pro-
poses efficient market mechanisms for container based cloud
service. To simultaneously achieve incentive compatibility,
computational efficiency, and economic efficiency, the

authors leveraged compact exponential integer linear pro-
gram, posted price auction, and primal-dual algorithms.
Theoretical analysis and trace-driven empirical evaluation
verify the efficacy of the proposed container auction
algorithms.

The second article entitled “Computing Cost Optimization
for Multi-BS in MEC by Offloading” presents two novel task
offloading strategies to optimally assign IoT tasks to multiple
edge servers deployed at base stations. The offloading strate-
gies, which are based on Genetic Algorithm, offload as many
tasks as possible while taking into account both the computa-
tion overhead and energy consumption. Extensive numerical
experiments are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of
the proposed offloading strategies.

In the next article with the title “Effective Mobile Target
Searching Using Robots”, the authors studied a robotics ap-
plication in which a swarm of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAVs) collaboratively search for a set of targets. They pro-
posed a divide-and-conquer approach with two searching
strategies, namely the circuit strategy and the rebound strate-
gy, and further proved that the expected searching latency of
the circuit strategy is upper bounded by a factor that is linear to
the number of grid cells of the search region. The authors
conducted simulations to verify that the circuit strategy with
the failure handling mechanism can achieve the best search
effectiveness.

The fourth article entitled “A Reinforcement Learning
based Data Storage and Traffic Management in Information-
Centric Data Center Networks” studies the problem of data
storage and traffic management in the context of Information-
Centric Data Center Networks (ICDCN) and proposes a dis-
tributed multi-agent Q-learning-based scheme to support effi-
cient data storage and traffic management in ICDCN. The
authors carried out simulations to show that the proposed al-
gorithm can effectively balance the load of nodes and improve
the system throughput while reducing the transmission com-
pletion time.

The fifth article, “Neighborhood-aware Mobile Hub: An
Edge Gateway with Leader Election Mechanism for Internet
of Mobile Things,” proposes a neighborhood-aware leader-
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election mechanism to judiciously determine which Mobile
Hub should be selected to monitor a smart mobile object.
The proposed mechanism addresses a number of challenges
posed by the mobility of both the hub nodes and the object
nodes, by jointly considering their battery level and network
status. The authors conducted extensive testbed experiments
to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed mechanism.

The sixth article entitled “Privacy-preserving and Utility-
aware Participant Selection for Mobile Crowd Sensing” pro-
poses a novel privacy-preserving mobile crowd sensing
scheme for participant selection that has been presented to
collect the well-measured sensing data from the set of partic-
ipants to achieve securely optimal data utility within the total
budget and without disclosing any information. The scheme
significantly improves the privacy of the participant in the
selection process. It enables SP to build a secure and efficient
MCS system that supports the privacy of users and obtains
optimized data utility from participants.

The seventh article, “Raven: Scheduling Virtual Machine
Migration during Datacenter Upgrades with Reinforcement
Learning,” studies migrating virtual machines (VMs) to alter-
native physical machines in data centers during the upgrade of
all the physical machines. As this may take a long time to
complete, it is critical to minimize the VM migration time so
as to reduce the disruptions to the cloud services. In this arti-
cle, a new scheduler, Raven, is proposed using an experience-
driven approach with deep reinforcement learning to schedule
the virtual machine migration. A comparison of Raven with
state-of-the-art algorithms shows that Raven can effectively
shorten the time to complete the datacenter upgrade in differ-
ent datacenter settings.

The eighth article entitled “Graph Neural Networks with
Information Anchors for Node Representation Learning” pre-
sents a novel Graph Neural Network with Information Anchors
for node embedding, called A-GNN model. In A-GNN, it in-
corporates the global structure information into the node vector,
and fully utilizes the node features suitable for various network
prediction tasks such as link prediction and node classification.
The authors showed that A-GNN consistently outperforms
existing baselines in link prediction and pairwise node classifi-
cation tasks on five representative datasets.

The last article entitled “Jamming-Resilient Backup Nodes
Selection for RPL-based Routing in Smart Grid AMI
Networks” studies Advanced metering infrastructure (AMI),
a core component of the smart grid. It conducts the analysis on
the performance degradation problem of RPL protocol under
the jamming attack. It proposes a backup node selection
mechanism based on the standard RPL protocol. The pro-
posed mechanism chooses a predefined number of backup
nodes that maximize the probability of successful

transmission. The evaluation results show that the proposed
mechanism can greatly improve the performance of the stan-
dard RPL protocol under the jamming attack.
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